L. C. Dowdy Is Elected Sixth A & T President
College's New President Assumes Duties April 10

An experienced educator and administrator has been elected by A&T College's faculty to succeed Dr. Samuel D. Proctor as president of the college. Dr. Louis C. Dowdy, presently dean of instruction, was elected by the faculty at a recent meeting. He will become the college's sixth president.

100 Volunteers Are Requested

One hundred qualified college students are being sought by the North Carolina Volunteers to work this summer in an internship program. Created by Governor Terry Sanford and other state leaders, the program will participate in community action aimed at alleviating the long-range causes of poverty.

A native of South Carolina, Dr. Dowdy graduated from A&T and received the B.A. degree from Alcorn University. He received the M.A. degree from Indiana State Teachers College and has done further study at Indiana University. The president-elect holds an honorary degree, L.H.D., from his alma mater, Allen University.

Dr. Dowdy has been at A&T for fourteen years, having first come to the institution in 1960 as director of the ROTC Program. In 1964 he was named director of Higher Education Services, both at A&T College, Greensboro, and as director of the North Carolina Volunteers.

Prior to coming to A&T, Dr. Dowdy had served for seven years as principal of Greensboro School, Greensboro, and as principal of Greensboro's North Carolina Central University. He has also been a professor of business administration and sociology.

Active in professional, religious, civic and social circles, Dr. Dowdy holds memberships in the National Association of American Schools and Colleges, the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, and the Greensboro Men's Club.

He serves as secretary of the Division of Arts and Sciences of the North Carolina Association of Colleges, and as vice chairman of the Section on Public Administration of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Dr. Dowdy has received appointments to the Advisory Council on Nursing Education and the National Advisory Council on the Arts.
CONGRATULATIONS FOR THE TEAM

CITATIONS

The Moral Code

ACTON, THE NORTHERN STAR, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, Illinois, says it seems people rules, regulations and laws because they fear the consequences of being caught.

It is too great an assumption to say that "motel party-goers" or "overnighters" do not know that what they are doing is wrong. It is a flagrant violation of anyone's moral code.

Then these people, when caught, have the audacity to tell the university that this is not a Victorian Age and no one will bother me if I break the rules. Yet they are living in the remaining quarters of the university that this is not a Victorian Age and no one will bother me if I break the rules. Yet they are living in the remaining quarters of the university.

Letters To The Editor

A WOMAN'S WORLD

Editor of the Register:

February 17, 1964, entitled "A Man's World"

Taking into consideration that the editorial was published in the past, we adhered to the idea to fail to see the importance of this issue.

The decrease in the ratio of men to women has increased the number of opportunities for women to receive higher education. Women have made great strides in establishing and entering educational institutions.

We hope that the students will be able to view the educational opportunities that are available to them and that they will be able to make the most of these opportunities.
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Coin-Operated Photo Copy Unit Placed In Bluford Library

A new self-service, coin-operated photocopy machine has been placed in P.D. Bluford Library. Known as the Docustat, the machine offers an efficient and completely private method for quick duplication of any type of business or personal documents.

The Docustat photocopy machine is located in the first floor reading room of Bluford Library. Since the machine is completely self-service and fully automatic, it is available to the public during any of the hours the library is open.

The Docustat copies anything up to 10" X 14" placed on its glass top and delivers a sharp 8½ X 11" copy in thirty seconds after a 50¢ coin has been inserted.

There are no dials to turn, nothing to set, and according to the manufacturer, "no possible chance of a wrong exposure. Every copy is perfect."

The Docustat copies letters, contracts, stamped material, magazine articles, and can directly reproduce slides to set, and according to the machine is completely self-service.

There are no dials to turn, no setting needed, and according to the manufacturer, "no possible chance of a wrong exposure. Every copy is perfect."

The Docustat copies letters, contracts, stamped material, magazine articles, and can directly reproduce slides to set, and according to the machine is completely self-service.

Mr. C. C. Dean, head librarian, reports that he is particularly delighted with the Docustat since it is completely automatic and self-service with no demand on staff personnel for time or care.

He states that the installation of the machine will certainly improve the library's service to its patrons.

PMI President Tells Of Trip To East Africa

Miss Wilhelmina Crosson, president of Palmer Memorial Institute, and a native visitor to Kenya, was speaker at a fete sponsored recently by the Foreign Students Association of A&T College. Miss Crosson spoke of her experiences in Kenya, where she was invited by Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta at the country's independence celebrations.

The speaker expressed admiration for the harmonious relations between the racial groups in Kenya. She said that it was a moving sight when the British Union Jack was lowered for the last time and the Kenya National Flag was raised amid the cheers of the jubilant thousands who witnessed the ceremony.

Miss Crosson exhibited carved, African masks and several other curios made by both western and eastern cultures.

Dr. Dowdy is the author of numerous articles which have appeared in educational journals. The most recent of these are "The Role of the School in the Development of Values," "Creating an Atmosphere Conducive to Learning," and "Seven Principles Underlying Academic Planning."

Earn 200 Dollars

"AGENTS WANTED TO SOLVE PAGE TONE ORCHID CONFLICT. WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO RECIPIENT MoTH­ PAGNE TONE ORCHID CON­ FACTURER'S DAY DELIVERY. NO INVESTMENT. K SAGE FOR MAY 10TH MoTH­ PAGNE TONE ORCHID COR­ PAYMENT TO RECIPIENT. Any Group, Fraternity, Society, Organization, Club or Individual

WHO WINS:

Any Group, Fraternity, Society, Organization, Club or Individual

RULES:

5000 packs minimum required to enter group contest

5000 packs minimum required to enter individual contest

Contact LOUIS M. BELL, Student Representa­ tive for further information CONTEST ENDS MAY 4, 1964 at 1:30 P. M. AT CATEEN.

Cadets Enjoy California Trip As Part Of Air Force Program

A happy and enthusiastic group of Air Force ROTC cadets deplaned at the Greenwade-High Point Airport Sunday night after a pleasant four-day visit to California. The group had left on the previous Thursday morning on a mission flight and encampment tour, sponsored and underwritten by the U.S. Air Force. The thirty-six cadets brought a group of instructors made the journey in a giant Air Force C-130E Transport Plane with Lt. Colonel Eugene A. Wahl of Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, in charge and at the controls.

The party first visited at Ed­ wards Air Force Base, California, the Air Force Flight Test Center. The A&T cadets, during the two­day visit, attended a mission brief­ ing and observed the latest experi­ mental aircraft being tested by the now famous U-2, and toured the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratories on the base. The future Air Force officers vis­ ited in Los Angeles on Friday and Saturday at request of the S. S. Air Force Space Systems Division. The tour was featured background information for the Air Force Program, its mission, organization, equipment and missile programs. The cadets also heard lectures and saw demonstrations on major space planning including major satellite programs, Air Force sup­ port to the National Aeronautics Space Administration. The cadets' demonstrations by Titan III.
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March 26, 1964
Red Hot Aggies Place Third
In NCAA Small College Tourney

North Carolina Aggies won third place in the NCAA College Divisions basketball finals held Friday night with a convincing 82-73 triumph over Idaho College of lows in the tournament's consolation game.

It marked the second time in three years the Aggies have finished third in this national tournament, also winning up in that spot in 1969.

The Aggies, who had been ousted from the championship competition but had not lost a game since the 45-44 red-hot Friday, hitting 82.3 of their shots.

Maurice McDonald, A&T's top gun, scored 30 points to spark the Aggie effort. He made 14 of 25 shots. Warren Davis was next with 22 points for the Aggies and grabbed 10 rebounds in the game. James Jackson and Robert Saunders were also in double figures for the victors with 10 points each.

High for the losers was Ronald Jackson with 22.

The game was tied seven times in the first half before A&T went on a eight-point surge. At halftime the Aggies led 41-36 and pulled away thereafter.

Evansexville won the tournament championship with a 72-70 win over Akron in the title game.

While the Aggies were burying 4 of 6 shots from the field, State College of Iowa hit only 37 of 79 for 46.5% accuracy.

With 10:34 to go in the game, A&T owned a 21-point lead. The Aggies will arrive home by plane Saturday at 9:00 P.M., it was announced by A&T officials afterwards.
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